
SUBJECT
TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE December 31, 1962

Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

I got a little envelope of literature from Chicago Miniature Lamp Works

more Inexpensive computer, | think it will be important for us to make our
own photoelectric tape reader. | would like to have you order a sample
of each of the three sizes of this lamp bulb. The Model numbers of these
are CM 8-55, CM 8-40 and CM 83).

Chicago, Illinois which describes thelr lamps. There is one which looks
particularly interesting for photoelectric tape reader. As we develop a

1 would like to have you order a sample of each of these and then get
the price schedule on them In addition.

Thelr address Is: Chicago Miniature Lamp Works
4433 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago 40, illinois

Kenneth H. Olsen
cc: Bob Sevell
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Aico

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE December 17, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Dick Best

Because we are good customers of the transistor manufacturers, | believe

see what Is available from each of the manufocturers. Judy Ebner is trying
to get the General Electric Manuals on cathode ray tubes but we should
also get them for all of the Industrial tubes and the cathode ray tubes .
We don't these very often but when do should have all the Inform-
ation. We have the small R.C.A. tube handbooks but | wonder If they don't
have something better. Whenever we make an inquiry about a special tube
they have large 8} by 1! booklets. These may only be available if you ask
for specific tubes, but they have better handbooks that contain all of these
also we ought to have those.

that have the most up to date manuals transistors. However, we
quite weak in vacum tubemanuals It would be @ good idea toand | think
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE December 17, 1962

TO Bob Lassen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

I think everyone should be congratulated on doing an exceedingly fine
job on the Christmas Party this year. So many people came to me afterward
and congratulated me on how well it had been done. tried to explain to them
that | wasn't even in town so all the credit goes to others. Be sure and tell
everyone involved that they did a very fine job.

Here are a few comments on things which we may do better next year.
I think that we should have a record player playing Christmas Carols because
I think it would add to the whole atmosphere. Periodically we could make
a break in this and play Christmas Carols with the computer. We should
have had more interesting displays on the computer, | am not sure why they
were not running.

For the kids that didn't drink coffee, there was a need for something more
refreshing than eggnog. Maybe we should serve ginger ale, or at least have
a water cooler available.

In order to avoid the overflowing G. I. cans, we might distribute our
laundry carts in the area to collect the refuse. If we decorated them, they
would look quite passable.

The dispensing of ice cream is always slow. | am not sure that | have any
suggestions on how to do this but we ought to see what we can figure out.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT X-Ray Safety

DATE December 17, 1962

To Bob Savell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Here are two references on medical aspects of X-Ray which you might be
interested in obtaining.

The first one is titled "Medical X-Ray Protection up to Two Million Volts"
- National Bureau of Standards Handbook H-41.

The second one Is "Safety Code for Industrial Use of X-Rays" - American
Standards Association, ASA Code Z 54, 1-1946.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO

DATE December 11, 1962

Arthur Hall FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| promised Foxboro that we would go ahead and build thelr first
computer and deliver it In February as promised even though we have
not had a purchase order from them. This will then allow us to
casually work out the agreements without the pressure of time.
They would give us a letter saying that they are going to eventually
give us a purchase order, but | told them that this would not be
necessary and that we could continue with this project.

if there Is some reason why we cannot make this date, please
let me know because { have assured them that we would,

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec: Dick Mills

Gordon Bell
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO

December 11, 1962DATE

Nick Mazzarese FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

{ have sent you a copy of a letter | got from John Ward at M.1.T.
The Electronic Systems Laboratory expects to get money late in January
to purchase a multiplier to install in their PDP-1. I told John that if
they are reasonably sure they can get thelr money, we would be willing
to give them a multiplier on trial. If they like it, they can buy it.
This is not an unusual way of doing business. This letter is the result
of this offer and | think we should go ahead and install the multiplier
for them.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Win Hindle

DATE December 6, 1962

1 would like to see us make a list of products that we are working
so that we can look at it in one glance to get a picture of all the things
that we ore doing. This might be broken into three headings products
which we develop, products we are developing and products we might
work on and vertically they should probably be broken Into groups such
as magnetic tape, drums, display, A to D, D to A and In-Out equipment.
think it would be good to have this chart and then could all look at

it and agree to what we are working

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE December 3, 1962

TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olesen

The Inquiry Report which get weekly is very good. it Is
of the most Interesting documents receive. would, however,

suggest that you also add to this report the total orders that have
In the previous week, the total for the month and the total for the previous
month. § know this already goes to weekly report but not many people
see that, this information very useful.

This week when things get relaxed In the Sales Department, | would
itke to somebody generate a list of all the European Inquiries that

have had In the last several months and if plon a trip to Europe,
we car pick out those that useful to visit. Sweden
with American dollars because of the automobiles and the cash registersthey 1 would guess that they would be a tremendous market for

S computers.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Gerry Haynes
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE November 19, 1962

SUBJECT Cold Solder Joints On Modules

TO Maynard Sandler FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Cy Kendrick
Jack Smith
Gloria Porrazzo
Bob Hughes

Ben Gurley just came back from his trip to Paris and he has some rather disturbing
news to report. Two weeks ago we had a call from ITT saying that there were mysterious
intermittant troubles In the Paris machine which they had been working on for months
and hadn't been able to track down. The machine never did work more than twenty-four
hours at a time and our future sales of machines were dependent on making this one work
sotisfactorily. That same day we put Ben Gurley on the plane to Parls and the next day
sent Al Blumenthal along so that they could fix the troubles and get It on the air,

The most significant problem they found were cold solder joints on the lugs
which are used to solder transistors and some resistors. These units were made some

factory. | hope that since then we have insisted on smooth flowing solder joints, on all
joints, particularly these on the lugs. Tom Stockebrand who has [ust joined us today from
Lincoln Laboratory also mentioned the fact that the only trouble they have had with DEC
Modules were cold solder joints in the same places.

time ago and | think at that time we were using very little heat on the lugs for some
reason or other and if the transistor was held in mechanically, we felt that it was satis-

tam sending this memo on to you to make sure that you keep a close eye on these
solder joints so that we never have this problem again.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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@ dec
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE November 16, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Roland Bolsvert FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

When you have developed enough confidence in the LINC Tape Unit, !
think you should immediately order another head so that we can complete
the present tape unit. You might consider ordering three more so that we
can have another complete set. As soon as we get the complete motors, we
ought to decide what speed we want to use.

These Borg motors come in three sizes. They are made out of the same
parts but there are just more laminations for the bigger motor. We will have
to decide which size motor we are going to use. We have two of the bigger
size motors coming early in December. They wind all their motors to order
and this is why it takes so long. However, they do stock gear sets and so,
during the trade show, | asked them to send the gear trains for the fastermotor
right away and we can put them into the motors we have now and decide what
speed we want. It might be a good idea for you to remind these people so they
will get it done and we can decide on the speed of the motors, then we can order
our final motors right away. Because they wind them to order, probably they
will not delay it significantly to order a 75 volt motor or whatever voltage we
decide is helpful.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Bob Beckman FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE November 16, 1962

Some fellows from M.1.T. told me that they had visitors from Minneapolls
Honeywell who said they had a PDP-1 Computer but didn't have any programs.
People are playing Space War and are having a good time at it, but they are

in a spirit of criticism of DEC but | just wanted to ask you to be sure that they
did get all the programs that we do have available.

looking for some programs which are a little more useful. This was not given

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE November 16, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Tom Stockebrand FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

John Ward of the Systems Group at M.1.T. has several interesting projects
which ! would like to have you look into. We can probably get a lot out of
working with them on the projects and | think we can be quite helpful to them.

They are interested in the Conic line drawing scope that Ivan Sutherland
is proposing but they have a competitive system which they have started working
on which they feel is even more practical. This uses pulse rate analog. They
also want to add an oscilloscope to the 709 and have it so that it can be added
to the 7090. This Is part of the computerated design program which is supported
by the Air Force. :

Mark Connelly has been for years working on analog digital hybrid systems
for aircraft simulation. We have a copy of a report which he wrote some time
ago describing this. This got wide distribution and has made our computer
rather popular in the Industry. We sold one to Minneapolis Honeywell because
of his work and several manufacturers have included our computer in their bids
because of Mark's work. Mark is adding multiply and divide to our computer
at M.1.T., and would like to expand the memory. He is also going to add an
analog computer in the input which he will get from Philbrick Associates.

A good part of this system will be pulse rate analog units which they have
designed. | have offered to package these units for them inexpensively because
we have learned quite a bit. 1 would like to have you learn as much as you can
about their system so that we can be helpful and that we can find out whether we
should do extensive work in this or not.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE November 16, 1962

TO Tom Stockebrand FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

interesting angle would be to run It at approximately constant speed using DC

that with a simple transistor system one could subtract the voltage across the
retarding motor from some fixed voltage and apply that to the driving motor.
I think then you would have a fixed speed system. They are now making DC
motors which appear to be quite simple and reliable. They are made by Lamb
Company. This Is the company that seems to make them for all the conventional
tape units such as made by Potter, Ampex and CDC,

Sometime we might consider making a version of the TX 2 tape unit. One

motors. For constant speed you would want the sum of the back emf's of both
motors to be equal. You cannot simply put these series acros a fixed voltagebecause one wants to be driven and the others to be retarded, However, | think

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE November 15, 1962

TO Henry Crouse FROM. Kenneth H. Olsen

There is a small operational amplifier which ts newly available

which fs called Nexus. | am not sure how this Is spelled but if you

can find any information on this, | would like to have it.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Obsolete Inventory

TO

DATE November 13, 1952

FROM Kenneth H. OlsenMaynerd Sendier
Joha Trbendis
dim Myers
George O'Dea

When decided to set up the obsolete nventory it ary under=
standing that Wwe were going to keep the of the obsolete
laventery that keep of the finished goods lveentory. This is very
far frac the right
the things in the order thet do regular inventory. The
perts should be kept in bins all of the parts should be put
ta one bin and the bins should be grouped by class.

1 further suggest thet modules which obsoleted be put in o
stock which will be kept by Jim Myers. ff Jim has
these nheolete finitherd good units, he then might be able te convince
our people te the cheolete items,

{ further suggest that all modules that put into ebsolete stock
shovid be wrapped tn their final shipping cartons. These units will
be in stock for @ leng time and likely to become dirty.
They will elso receive better respect If they wrapped in final
packaging.

f there ts semething wong with these Ideas, please let know.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Nevember 12, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Now that we ore getting and Interested in the process contro!
flald, | think that should consider having exhibit af the Chemical
Engineers Show. Will yeu look up the details of this and put ft the Ilse
of shows which consider for the Trade Show Schedule.

Kenneth H. Olsen

cc: Gordon Bell
Stan Olsen
Harlen Anderson
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Tew Of Returned Modules

TO dim Cudmore FROM

DATE November 12, 1762

Keneth H, Olses
Bob Hughes
Dick Sest

§ surprised to how many of retumed modules have
apparent and puss eur tests. | suspert thet many of these
were never bad but | terrified by the thought that the customer
changed the module in his system and the Row One worked, and he
sort the ald back to This would that either the customer
1s vaing them wrong thet we are net testing them completely.
would that the Quality Cantral chack inte this
quite thoroughly thet they find out what the situation ls. We
have large envugh samples euch week thut could check into
on teu weaks ani findout [vet whet hus happened tn the field,

Kenneth H. Olsen
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TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE November 12, 1962

Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| suggest that we have a reasonably good stock of modules in all our
Field Offices so that they can replace defective units instantly and so
that they can put on decent sized demonstrations.

We should consider getting several good looking mud cabinets, painting
them blue and having one power supply and two laboratory module mounting
panels inthem. These are the sort of things we can loan out to customers or
even schools once ina while.

| think we can now afford to be particularly generous in giving away
fireworks kits to schools. The sales people ought to be sensitive as to
which schools are best. Those schools which have already purchased
some of our equipment, we may give them a mounting panel and another
nine modules.

We ought to do this quickly while we have the production capability
and while our monthly statements are looking unusually good.

Kenneth H. Olsen

cc: Maynard Sandler
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO

DATE October 30, 1962

Gordon Bell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Enclosed Is a photocopy of a letter from Jerry Cox at Central
institute for the Deaf. They have now put Impossible restrictions

the computer they need and they elther going to end up
with computer at all they going to have to back down.
We want to stay In there pitching that they'll back down in
those which puts In the running.

also, | would guess, a good that SDS will
fall flat thelr faces with of the things they have promised.
We want to be there to catch the order if they drop out.

Will you generate the comparison between 910 and the PDP-1
and give a copy of it to and to Stan. Before you this
letter to Jerry Cox, please let me see it because It is a very touchy
thing to make comments about the competition even though they may
be all in your favor.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Stan Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 30, 1962

SUBJECT Encouraging ITT ADX Sales
TO Nick Mazzarese FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| got the Impression from ITT that if our price was cut somewhat they
would be discouraged from making their own computer and more sales to
them might result.

We have considered the possibility of applying the PDP-4 quantity
discount to PDP-1. This would lower the cost to them significantly.

We are also actually considering making an 8K or 16K Memory
which would be significantly less in cost. This ts the one item that
hurts them the most. They are now getting bids from other companies
to make identical memories for half the price. | think we should
encourage this memory with all haste and maybe even gamble on offer-

general, this would not hurt ITT. The best thing they could have
would be a less expensive, slightly slower PDP-1 because of the
tremendous Investment they have in PDP=1's.

Ing It before we are completely sure of it. if this memory goes slower
than 5 microseconds the machine would then be a Itttle slower but, In

Ben Gurley !s working with Bolt, Beranek and Newman on a high
density, high capacity drum which they plan to buy from Univac. If
we offered this to ITT as part of the ADX System, this might help us
In the sales picture. Thelr experience with drum and disc | don't
think has been too good.

Gordon Bell would like to make a line unit all in one plug-innit. If we did this we might really be competitive with them and
we might be in a position to make the whole works.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce3 Ben Gurley
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SUBJECT
TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
POP+4 fer CurModule Tasting

1063

Gerden tell FROM Keneth 4. Olen

wet you {indetete the red tape aoennary te coder«OPs fer eur
module

enpeot thet in « fowmenths we will be everuheluad withmodule
endcomputer 'Ye have lnsreesed eur productivity in
auny ways end we can tum out unite very effectively but aedule
tng te @ covers bettie neck. We have hired @ follow aemed Ken
Wekeen viewill join ws carlya Nevember te de Production Engineser-

this general area. Thiswill bo his first task end would tthe te have
« computer tohin lamediately vo thed he canget ofl
on computer.

fag. Me be « relatively senior end capable in

te hen experiance with computers and ce to ese will
tahe « tttele tine, but think thet will he relatively cary. probably

weeld tthe te have the computer underway before he gote here.
wit] need help in programming. The meet ts

Olsen

ee Jack Sulth
Olek Sest
Geb Mughes

Andersen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 30, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Klaus Doering FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

The Inspection Criteria Drawing for taver oins looks very good. This is
a thing we should write uo for all processes which are critical. { think that
this thing should be made part of our Quality Control Manual. This is the
sort of thing which is not only necessary for our own use, but Is very Imoress=
ive to potential customers.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth , Olsen

DATE October 0, 1962

During the ISA Show Andy received a call from John Me Carthy at Stanford
University saying that he interested In a FDP-1. | called
next day and talked with him about the general problem. He ls very interested
in becowe he has his teaching programs already written with that comp=
wer. He didn't have the money initially but he does feel he get #. 1 told
him | thought could give him a 10% discount but he a litle disappointed
with how small this discount was. | think would be important for to get 4
PDP? aut there and | suggest that you follow u> this and fee! him out as
to hew much discount would have to give him in order to sell the machine
there. | think might go high 20 25% discount.

His telephone number is Aree Code 415, DA 1--2300, Extension 2312.

Kenneth H. Olesen

ee: Harlan Anderson
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 26, 1962

SUBJECT Purchase Requisitions for System Material

Ben Gurley
Nick Mazzarese

TO Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

A number of Purchase Requisitions which are very large and very
Imposing which | am asked to approve are often components for systemsfor which we have orders. Walting for my approval may sometimes
delay these and | am in position to know whether they are purchaseswise or not

Those Items which are Purchase Requisitions for which we have
orders, | suggest that we have approval from the supervisor directlyabove the man who fills out the requisition. Dick Best could approveall those for the systems group, Ben for all those In his group and Nick
for all those in his group.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 26, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Roger Melanson FROM Keneth Olsen

Maynard Sendier
Bob Hughes

At the ISA Trade Show in New York, | had a chance to look of
of modules and was rather disappointed to look of our new

Pulse Transformers. Some layouts such thet the leads ceming
from of the transformers appecred to be shorted to each other.
The nature of the computer business is such that If
posibility of malfunction short, it will alweys happen. if

ever @

design them so that they appear te be shorted, we ofe without @

doubt going to have trouble.

i would Itke te have the Drafting Room ley out the unit that
there le no need far leng leads on the top surface of the etched board.
t would Itke to have the Production Department install the traneformers
80 that the leads cannot touch each other and | would Itke to hove the
Quality Control Department never let anything out that looks like it

short.

1 wes standing by of the ADX Systems ofter they had found
@ the module that caused the trouble |and over
could that It with two trim pots which side by
side and whose leads out toward each other in such o way
thet they touched each other. The contact between these pots
might have been poor during test but Intermittantly they mode
contect and prebably caused the trouble.

Wt ts probably good fer the Quelity Cantrol lock
for pits and handies and marks etched beerds but above all they
should look for wires thet teuch each other.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

@ DATE October 26, 1962

SUBJECT Transistor Inventory

TO George O'Dea FROM Kenneth H, Olsen
. Dick Best
Maynard Sandler
Bob Hughes
Henry Crouse
Jon Fadiman

When we were small we made many decistfons from the top of our
hat and on the average we did very well. We are still on the average
doing well but some of these top of the hat decisions when they don't
go In our favor are large enough to cause concern.

One of these decisions which seemed like a good fdea at the time
was the buying of the remainder of Philco's production of 2N674
transistors. The production of these units was going to be stopped by
Philco and we encouraged them to run the line a short time longer
and we bought all the remains so that we would have a stock for future

part of the profit expected from the Spectal Systems Group.

memory testers. The results however were rather serious because of the
number of dollars Involved. totalled to $20,000 which Is a significant

if our memory testing business was renegotiated (which fs not Impossible)
they may decide that all we are allowed is 2% profit. If we sell a million.
dollars worth of testers all we would have to show In profit is $20,000
worth of transistors in the stock.

We are now taking these transistors out of stock and putting them into
the obsolete stock room so that they will not show on our profit statement.
This is particularly shocking at this time because In addition to these
transistors we are taking out another $50,000 worth of units which have
been obsoleted. After only three months of business we are now obsolete
Ing $70,000 worth of transistors. There ore few companies our size who
make that much in profit in three months.

Because of the seriousness of this transistor Inventory problem and
because there are so many people involved in the chain, | am now
asking that George O'Dea check the status of the inventory of each
transistor type every week and that he post a record of the status.
This way we will have to remove from stock obsolete transistors immed=
lately and George will then get Involved in discussion of new orders
and new transistors that will obsolete stock

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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In addition | would like to have George make a record of all those
transistors which are now In obsolete stock room and then he will each
week distribute this list to the Engineering Department and encourage
them to use these transistors In our new designs.

As we change designs we will obsolete part of our Inventory. This
Is the cost of progress but we presently do not have the controls to
minimize this obsolescance and we often underestimate the value of
the units which we obsolete, A few hundred units may not seem
significant but obsoleting $70,000 worth of transistors in three months
is truly shocking. $70,000 was the capitol which started DEC,

:
:

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Trunsietes levertary
TO Cougs FROM Keaneth Clean

Dich Seat
b'eynerd Santiles

DATE Qeteber 36, (962

Beb Hughes

V-hen we were nail mode many decisions from the tup of
hat and the average did very weil. aill the
doing well but of thase top of the hut decisions when thay don't
ge in favor lerge enough te eaume concem,

One of these decisions which seamed fhe a goad idee at the tne
the buying of thu rensinder of production of 214674

Wwanshten. The production of these unite going to be stapped by
Phiice end ensouraged them te the line « shert tine longer

suber tt tatalled to $25,000 which fe « significant
me) et the pact ony cated from. te

and we bought afi the remains se thet we would heve o stock fer Future
monary testere. The results however were rather serious becawe of the

ow mowory touting business renagettated (which le nct impentble)
moy decide thet off we allowed ky 2: profs, sell « willien

worth of testers aff would have te show in profit le $30,000
werth of the@osk.in

Vee are taking theses transistors out of stock and putting them inte
the ebsolete stock thet they will net shew profit statenent.

te of Heme te
transioters we ave fuking aut another $56,000 werth of unite which heve
been chesleted. After ently three menthe of busines
tng $70,000 worth, of teans There ene few whe
make that such in profit in three months,

we Rew

Saceuss of the cariaumnessof this transistor leventery problem and
because there many in the chein, 1 new
thing that Georges *Dee chook the status of the inventory of cash
translater type every week and thet he pest « recerd of the
Thieway will hove te fram stock ebsslete
lately and Ceesys vill then gut lavelved tn of dere
end new tranaistere thet will chealete stock,
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in t would Whe te have Geesgemake « recerd of ofl theses

wouk vais tet to the Engineering Department end enonurage
thes to theen trensiaters in designe.

transistors which ure now in chealete stock ream and then will anak

Aa change designs will cheolate pert of ow laventery.
fe the east of progressbut we presently de nat hove the contvols to

this cheslessense end we often underastioate the velve of

$70,000 worth of in three months
the watts which chelate. A fewhundred
te truly checking, 876,000 the eapitel which started DEC.

Olen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO

DATE October 12, 1962

Gordon Bell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Ben Gurley

1 met Roland Silver at the PGEC Meeting on Wednesday night
and talked to him about his work at Mitre Corporation. They ore
making a computer of some old modules that they have left overfromthe Sage Il System. | can't figure out why they want to make
@ computer but they are. | also asked him If we could sell them a
computer and he said there Is a good possibility and that he would
ike to talk to Ben about It. | think we should show the Initiative
on this.

also talked to Norm Taylor. He sald they have $25,000,000
worth of bids out now and of them must come through. He is
interested In developing a one console drafting machine which would
need a cmall Inexpensive computer. He Is interested In the PDP=4
but he would need a six microsecond memory even though the rest
of it could godower. told him | thought that we might get the
memory to work at six microseconds even though the rest of the
material works slower. | am not quite sure what this means but
1 ain sure that ought to encourage them along.

He also needs a drum. He figures It should have 20,000 bits
per track and rotate at 1,800 rpm. | don't numbers
on our regular drum but we ought to look Into it before we talk to
them.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SUBJECT
TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 12, 1962

Signs for Bullding 5

Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| discussed the proposal for signs with several people and they
have the following suggestions:

Before we go ahead with the project we should have an estimate
of the cost. Several people suggested that the sign on the shipping
dock should be on the top of the small canopy because it would be
more visible. Most people doubt that we will be able to get the
Raytheon sign and so we ought to put our own on the opposite side
of the loading dock and prune the tree a little bit.

Before we do anything we ought to make sure that Loren Prentice
has the door changed. He is supposed to be buying a new door.
You might encourage him to do this soon.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT PGEC Meetings
TO

DATE October 12, 1962

Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Here Is a schedule of PGEC Meetings for the next few months.

November 14. Thomas Stockebrand will talk on the TX 2
Bulk Storage Tape Unit

December 12 Wes Clark will talk on the Linc Computer

January 16 Professor Adams at M.I.T. will talk on his
Nomograph Computer

We might be spending too much on the printing job we are doing
now but for the next two announcements we may consider doing some=
thing extra like Including photographs because we are particularly
interested in these.

Thomas Stockebrand is someone that we expect to hire soon and
it would be good to do a good job on him and we also may want to
make these type tape units.

The Line Computer Is made with our modules and we would really
like to show it off. Maybe we ought to have a picture of It on the
announcement.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO

DATE October 12, 1962

Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

I went to the PGEC Show at Raytheon last night and had a chance to

They have a number of pictures of their products mounted on the wall very
much like we have but | think they have done It much more attractively.
They have them cemented on masonite like the picture of M.I.T. fs In
my office where the edges of the print are folded around the back of the
picture. Then, they have them stood off from the wall about one Inch.
The result is very attractive and | think is much better than we now have

lobby and also Is probably the best way we could present a picture to
American Research.

look over their new executive offices. Indeed It is a beautiful building.

in our lobby. This might be a technique that we should use for our own

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE October 12, 1962

TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

If possible | think it would be a good idea to obtain a large
number of Allied Radio Catalogs and distribute them to our
engineers. | had one sent to me personally which | now keep
at home and | would like to have another one in my office.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 12, 1962

SUBJECT Parking Lot Bullding 5

TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

I never saw the drawing for the proposed parking lot across from
Building 5.

I would guess that they squeezed as many parking spaces In there
as they could and as a result, moved a lot of dirt. Will you briefly
look into the possibility of making just twenty or thirty parking spaces
for a lot less money. It seems to me that we could do that by moving
very little dirt.

Maynard Industries may not go along with a partial deal like that
but on the other hand, they ought to be happy to have any work done.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Catalog Correction

DATE OOntiobed |12)9952

Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

On Page 349 of the new blue catalog there Is a schematic of
the 722 Power Supply. This schematic appears correct but there
should be a change so that the transformer windings are symmetrical
with respect to the ground terminal. The two taps that drive the
plus [0 should have the same number of windings above ground as
below and the same is true of the minus [5.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Dick Best
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October Il, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Jack Atwood

This DECUS Meeting which Is now going on fs rather impressive.
We have Important people from many parts of the country they
presenting papers which in their title appear to rate favorably with those
presented at large conferences. We should be sure to exploit this meeting
and get publicity In the appropriate places.

| suggest that we consider Including copies of the Decuscope where
om Sve that many people don't

realise how Is.
we send out literature on our computers

users group

Kenneth H. Olsen
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TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE October Il, 1962

Jack Atwood FROM. Kenneth H. Olsen

Jam now looking at a copy of our old catalog on the page which describes
our taper pin patch cord mounting panel which is page 309. Next time we
redo this | suggest that we don't give the amphenol part number on the sockets

them how they can make the unit themselves.
that we use. There Is no need to tell this and there {s no point In telling

lam trying to figure out what the price of the 912 Patch Cords are.
We say that they come in plastic boxes and we don't tell how many in a

say that either.
box. We say that it costs $18.00 which | assume is per box, but we do not

1am looking at an old catalog and this might have been taken care of
tn the new one.

Kenneth H. Olsen

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Bob Lassen FROM Keneth H. Olesen

Laren Prentice
Dick Mills

DATE il, 1962

Now thet the guard system ie working eu? well, might consider
the possibility of eliminating guards during the day. if had of

le probebly few people coming in thet the receptionist will be able te

time schedule that the night guard here until 830 In the morning
end then may net need « guard long have « receptionist
during the day.

eur won peapte help cherk hnrges In the moming ane at

take care of the whole lead. be te arrange the

Kenneth H. Olson
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o COMPANY CONFIGENTIAL
v

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October Il, 1962

SUBJECT
To Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ben Gurley

I think we should start a program for developing a new line of modules.
Bob Hughes claims that the new plainer NPN silicone transistors are going
to be the inexpensive units of the future. | told him to try some of these
out In our circuits and then we will get together and talk about what we
want in the line of modules.

it would be best If this new line of modules kept at the same voltage
that we now have but on the other hand It might be good to go all the
way and settle on new voltage levels, new power supply voltages and
maybe a new packaging.

Here are a few Ideas that | would like to see:

We should consider higher signal levels Itke 4, 5 or 6 volts with at least
a half volt and maybe a full volt of positive bias.

We should take the highest frequency of operation which Is convenient
to use maybe six or elght megacycles and then make this en Inexpensive
line so that we no longer need to have several lower priced, lower frequency
lines.

We should lay out the pin connections on the units so that It would
be easy to put a strip of paper alongside the socket to simplify wiring.
Computer Control Corporation has this on their units. Each of the three
terminals on an inverter for example should be brought out together and
in a consistent pattern.

The power supply voltage should be the same both plus and minus because
It makes power supply construction problem easier. This suggestion may not
be valid any longer he -ause we do have standard transformers that are both
10 and 15 volts.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



We might consider potting the whole works.

This would be the time to consider using the prepackaged assemblies
like the ones we've been getting samples of from Sprague.

With these low leakage transistors we might get along without positive
blas (or negative bias).

As develop this line | think should put all our notes Company
Confidential paper and be very careful in distribution of Information.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE October fi, 1962

TO Bob Hughes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We should continue to look for better looking capacitors for our modules.
| notice that some people are using ceramic disc capacitors which have the
leads coming out on each end rather than both at one end. This way they
can lay flat on the board and look a lot more secure than the way they
dangle in our modules.

We should also look at capacitors to replace the El Menco types we are

The ones we are now using are big and ugly because there are so many coatings
on them. They do offer them with fewer layers of coatings and it would be
Interesting to find out what the disadvantages are because they would look a
lot better ond fit nicer into our modules. If they had axial leads it would
make better looking units.

now using. One possibility is El Menco capacitors without all the coatings.

We might also continue to look at the diode size and shape capacitors
which Sprague is making. Someday their price might become competitive
and they would surely make a nicer looking unit. Maybe we ought to
start using those right away on the older high frequency line because the
El Menco capacitors there look particularly ugly.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Dick Best
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October Il, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Here are a few comments on your proposal for signs In the entrance
to Building 5.

We do not own the large Raytheon sign out by this street and | rather
doubt that Raytheon would sell this to us.

The large sign over the shipping dock looks Ike a good idea. It
should stand out well and be readily read. However, | do think that the
words shipping and receiving should be made relatively small. We could
consider eliminating the word manufacturing from our sign because Purchasing
and Personnel are the only key words.

@ Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October Il, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Jon Fadiman

Bill Congleton called to confirm the visit of Mr. Hachette of Cofelec
Company.

Mr. Hachette will be staying at The Parker House all week and Bill
Congleton offered to drive him out but | said we would take care of It.
Jon Fadiman agreed that It might be worth while for him to pick up Mr.
Hachette and bring him out here. This way Jon will have a chance to
talk with him even though it might not be appropriate during his visit.
He is expected out here at 10 o'clock Thursday, October |8.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE October II, 1962

On the new Struthers Dunn Reed Relays which we are Installing in
packages we should be careful to spell out the complete contact ratings.
Alan Bradley sells reed relay packages and rates the contacts to carry
a normal rating for make and break service of 15 volt amperes with a
maximum of 150 volts AC or DC and a maximum of 0.5 amperes. The
product of 150 and 0.5 is 75 va. The continuous current rating of the
contacts is 2 amperes maximum when closed.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE October 10, 1962

TO Winston Hindle FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Will you remind me at the Work's Committee Meeting Thursday morning

that we should choose a Cafeteria Committee to supervise the Cafeteria and to

be sure that it fs working satisfactorily,

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 9, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Bob Lassen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| asked Bob Slater, Vice President of John Hancock Life Insurance Company,
if we were obliged to offer group insurance to every employee. He said that
If we have a contributory plan we can make a condition of employment for anyone
a written promise that they will not take part In the plan. did not talk extensively
with him on this subject but because he is the most knowlegable man in insurance in
this area, | feel that we should take this as reason to look into It more extensively.

somewhat so that we can allow new people to take this other option when we
couldn't hire them otherwise.

Kenneth

It might be that we will have to remove the present ruling we have that says that
one has to join the plan In order to be an employee. We might restate the policy

H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 1962

SUBJECT Ftlenes' Computer Needs

TO Wineten Hindle FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Maynard Sandler

On Friday, Octeber 5, had a visit from Mr. Morten Rubin from the Winchesterstore He had been Involved In the original experimenting with R.C.A.
Bismack Computer In Department Store Control. This itself a failure
but it did teach the company many of the preblems of the computers and they have
@ fairly sound it.

In

They have two main needs for computers. The first is thelr Accounts Receivable which
is a large problem just because of Its massive size. They have 500,000 accounts of which
about half active ech month. Stores which sell hard goods would hove about two
thirds active eech month, Some of the stores are now using NCR computers. This
problem ts somewhat conventional is largely a matter of price.

The second problem they have {s in merchandising. They keep a "black book which
is a rather conventional inventory record. They would like to know whot they have
hand and they would like to minimize thelr inventory but above all, they would like to
know what Is being sold they order ahead. They categorize thelr inventory into
two groups staple and style.

it would to that they could, using the information they have figure thelr
inventory needs. They get about elghty per cent return of punched price tags. They
don't expect better return the best any store has done is ninety-two per cent.

They very Interested In a point of sale input device. They would like to
their pr.sent cash registers they have six hundred in the Filene stores. There
about fifty In each of the small stores and two hundred and fifty In the Boston store. Each
cash register costs $2,000.00 and so this Is a significant Investment.

They would like to feed in both the product information and the customer information.
The customers have thelr credit cards with them about elghty to ninety per cent of the
time. About six per cent of the products returned. This goes high twenty
per cent in the dress department.

They do not bother trying to get sales information from items which cost fees than $5.00becavee items ower $50.00, such as coats, have such a low sale thet they
be dene manually. Each day they make up charts showing what hes been sold. Berause

of the detall of these charts and because they made often the number of units Is very
small It is difficult to get the information from these reports. This Is whet makes @ good
buyer.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 9, 1962

SUBJECT Frequency Testing of Power Supplies

TO Ed Harwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Before you send power supplies out to industrial testing firms
you should look Into the AC power sources from Industrial Instruments
Company. We do not have literature in our catalog file but | do
believe we have a local rep that can give you the information. We
might be able to buy one of these instruments for less than the price
of having the first one or two power supplies checked.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE October 10, 1962

The booth at the NAC Show looks attractive and works out quite
well, The door is very clever and very effective.

The pictures of the computers are very attractive but we should
somehow add the words telling what they are. We should at least
say that they are Digital Computers and maybe we should say so
many additions per second and say what the memory cycle time is
and the limits of memory 1,000 to 32,000 words.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 10, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Russ Doane FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Dick Best

| was showing off the high frequency modules at the NAC Show In Chicago
and was rather embarrassed by the units. | found that when Stan was showing
them off he covered large parts of it with his hands so the customers wouldn't
see it. | don't think we should ever let things like that out of the house even
though we feel they are just temporary.

Here is a list of some of the problems with those units:

1. The flux is still spread over the units and looks very poor

2. We should make the layout using our present standards. Most
of the components could be made in line or at right angles to the
unit and would look much more attractive.

3. Orient the transistors in the clips so the leads are the shortest.
Right now it looks like they are put in at random and the leads
bent around to fit the holes.

4. The ground plane looks like it wos cut out of paper with a child's
scissors. The pattern is not only poor but the components are either
shorted or its a miracle if they are not. | think we should make
new good looking units before we show them at another show.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October 9, 1962

SUBJECT Bi-Weekly Distribution

Winston Hindle FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

_ When we started our Bi-Weekly Reports we were very concerned
esout the need fer security. We would like people to tell freely in
the Bi-Weekly Report what they are doing without any concern for the
information leaking out.

Now lam concerned thet we are suffcring more by the lack of
distribution than the dengor of information leaking out. | would
like to have you check into the possibilities cf a wider distribution
within the compeny. We micht give it to all engincers, or at least
one copy to ecch office, and to certain of the other ccministrative
type peorle.

We should maintain security. We might do this by having
the old Bi-Weekly returned each week, or every other week, before
a new one is issued.

This cannot help but mecn more work. We might use the Library
for some of these services. This might justify the inflated size of the
Library.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: J. Atwood
H. Anderson
Se. Olsen
D. Best
B. Gurley
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE October Ist, 1962

TO Gerry Haynes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

The Weekly Inquiry Report looks good and ! think it is serving the
purpose very well, Because of the critical nature of this information, |

suggest that you stamp each page of these reports with a Company
Confidential stamp and that you mail them or deliver them in a large
manila envelope.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October Ist, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Maynard Sandler FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

During the ISA Show In the middle of October, | plan to visit the
Federated Department Stores Incorporated In New York City. 1 was told
to call Mr. John Oran who Is an assistant In merchandising. If you can
find any Information on the problem of automating the point of sale in
a department store, it will be helpful.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO dach Atwood FROM Keneth H. Olesa

DATE Qetober let, 1962

Foxboro wants to vee ow manuel with the
We told them this oll right but want to the copyright the
document that always heve the right to its contents. We talking
aghast hew this ceuld be done aad § wee snalize that unre,
during this mesting, delivering about 20 manuals to them which

net copyrighted. This that had elready technically lest ali
the atventage which worrylag ebout in the question of copyrighting.
Will yeu be that everything print from is copyrighted.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Gorden bell
Sten Olesa
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Gorden Bell

DATE October Ist, 1962

FROM Kenneth 4. Olsen

Foxboro has asked for a brief page specification on Cur
Fortran which be included in the PDP-4 manual.
immediately produce this thing. On questions that not of,

should not mention anything hedge. would that could
generate a page full of positive statements end leave out ail the things

should

we are not sure of.

ecs Harlan Anderson
Arthur Hail

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October Ist, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Bob Savell

Following Is of a long tee of jobs which want to accomplish, but
have not had the time thus far. | think should make a list of these jobs

and put them a schedule that we con get them done. A long time ago
| generated a switch panel for the paper tape punch but did not want
to build it making electronic switch. This sort of thing
could have been done very quickly if had to do It, but without
any schedule and no time, it might go forever and meanwhile
developing more machines.

were

I think we should dit down with Win Hindle and schedule all these jobs
which are relatively trivial, but which have te get done.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ccs: Winston Hindle
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE October Ist, 1962

SUBJECT
TO

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION -

Ted Johnson - WCO FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We are working on a low price, low performance, highly reliable tape
unit patterned after the one which MIT developed for the Linc Computer. Part
of this is a slow speed motor. The most obvious way of doing this is to buy a
gear motor, but we would like to consider using a low speed motor because
it has less parts and should be more reliable. The Electronic Engineer's Master
Itsts motors of this type made by Teledyne Precision, Inc., 3155 West El Segunda
Boulevard, Hawthorne, California, telephone SP 2-2591. The model we are
interested In is 46-60 which is a 600 rpm motor.

Will you check on this company for me and let me know If they look
reliable and sound enough so that we could depend on them for a product which
we would like to be of high quality and also would like to have a reliable
source for.

Kenneth H. Olsen

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



September 28, 1962

Paper Pin Patch Cords

Cy Kendrick
Kenneth H. OlsenKlaus Doering

At time | Air Force inspector at 1.B.M; and | gave them
of techniques for crimping paper pins. |

am therefore exceedingly embarrassed to find out that we have hed
trouble with our paper pins.

The techniques for inspecting these Is very simple.

There are two pair of tabs. The outside pair grips the insulation
and the Inside pair grips the wire. To be that both tabs
securely grip correctly, one should be able to see the end of the
insulation between the two tabs.

ft is my understanding that Inspection technique hes always been to
reject all wires where you cannot the insulation end between the
twopairs ff this Is not your understanding, pleaseknow.

Kenneth H. Olsen



1962

Paper Pin Patch Cords

Kenneth H. Olsen
Cy Kendrick
Klaus Doering

At time | Air Force Inspector of 1.B.M. and I gave them
of techniques fer crimping paper pins.

trouble with our paper pins.
therefore exceedingly emborassed to find out that have had

The techniques for inspecting these Is very simple.

There are two pair of tabs. The outside palr grips the Insulation

securely grip correctly, should be able to the end of the
the two tabs.

and the Inside pair grips the wire. To be that both tabs

insulat

tt ts my understanding that our inspection technique has always ben to

twopairs if this Is not your understanding, please let know.
reject all wires wher you canot the insulation end between the

Kenneth H. Olsen



1962

Harlan Anderson Kenneth H. Olsen
George O'Dea

On Monday, October | at about Il o'clock, we will be visited by Morgan
Guarantee Trust Company of 23 Wall Street, New York 8, New York.

Mr. Norbert G. Leroy who fs Assistant Vice President and
in European Affairs is contact He is a friend
Doriot and Is working on on American Research like company In Europe.
He Is a pilot and parachute jumper and may fly his own airplane out.

Mr. Leroy will bring along David Dyche who Is with the Corporate
Research Department and Is probably the one who will take particular
interest in our company.

Kenneth H. Olsen



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE September 20th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

! would like to get price and delivery on one ten channel tape head
from Electromagnetics Inc. which Is in the suburbs of Sen Francisco. With this
memo | am attaching specifications which specify this unit, but they are now
making one for Lincoln Laboratory and in the past, have made several more
like it. We would like this to be identical with the one they are now making
for Lincoin.

They will ask if we won't wait until the one to Lincoln fs tested out, but
you don't have to answer this. We will put the order in right after we get the
price and delivery.

In addition , we would like to know the quantity price on this head because
we are thinking of using it in a product.

We would also like to know how the price of this head would change if
shielding was not necessary. By this we mean we will only read or only write
and never read and write simultaneously.

This specification spells out the mechanical dimensions of this unit so that
no adjustments are necessary. You might ask them if it would be less expensive
if we eased up on the mechanical dimensions and made final adjustments by
Inserting shims between the head and the mounting panel.

1 would like to have you call them as soon as It is office hours in California
and then let me know what results you find.

Brush makes magnetic heads which are quite a bit less expensive but they are
standard catalog items and are not made especially for this. You might get a catalog
of these items and then we may conclude that it is cheaper to use those.

However, | am quite sure that we will want to buy one of these Electromagnetic
heads immediately.

If they happen to have some of these heads at Electromagnetic switch that don't
meet specifications for one reason or other, we might try buying one if the price

is very low in order to try out our experimental tape handler. We could even use it
if some of the ten tracks don't work at all.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Marlen Andesson FROM Olsen

DATE Septenber 19th, 1962

Keansth 4.
Garden Bell
Dick Beet
Ben Gurley
Ole Moree
Sten Olen

from Mr. Gloves of industrial
Brockiine, his phone number be Rigest 4-260.

Nest Menday, ot 9 atti about 430 p.m., they
heaving @ session at the Charter ta Chestnut Hill on the Sperks

superters,TheThe

wants ge, chould coll Me. Gloves immediately becowe
basi.

Keneth Olen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Rework
TO Jack Smith FROM Oleon

Al Blumenthal
Nick Mazzorese

DATE September 19th, 1962

Kenneth H.

We have spent quite a bit of thee touching up reworking pulls uf
computers that have been damayed during assembly check-out period. We

working It and | propose that Inspec! the un t befure they leave

is done and charge thet group accordingly. This will also make It a matter
of pride among the Individuals in each group to how little rework they have
ruther thun thee w fecling of complete dislveres?.

t ttllu wye people to bs 1 I
final assembly and go into check-out and teke of any rework that le

at time. Then, of course, inspect t after they are checked
way we will identify where the dumayeout and uyuin take care of rework. This

if there Is anything wrong with this idea, please let know.

Kenneth 4. Olesen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
September 19th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Roger Malenson

tf we ever buy a mold for making Linc tape reels, there Is a modification
which | would like to have put on our drawings. There is a flat surface which
protrudes from the Insertion side which is placed there Is a flat
surface which to the reel the hub. The mold that Lincoln
Laboratory has however has the ports for molding or venting on this surface
which that there Is always a certain amount of flash and they jose
much of the advantage they would gain by having that surfoce there.

that

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE

Linear Selection of High Speed Memories

don Fadiman
FROM

Kenneth H. Olsen

Sptembr 19th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO

1 would Ike te star? experimental work linear selection of
high speed memory. Thes ideas we had a long time ago, but

gt d to adi ing them hernuse there we nt ad t would

high speed cores that are available so that experiments.
eppreciate It if you could pick up samples of the best linear selection

fun some

Kenneth H. Olsen

ces Ben Gurley
Dick Best

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE
SUBJECT Hourly Personnel Travelling Policy

Septomber 19th, 1962

TO Stan FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Nick Mozroresa
Bed Lassen

_€d Horwood
Al Blumenthal

Vie have to daveloo a consistan? policy on paying hourly peosle whenthey travel. Vie have considered o nubar of clematives but most of themara too complicotsd ond tend 9 Qa pirton to do unusual thin38because thay will lengthan tho time which they are working time end

A vary eteaicht forward eystom hes been ggcmmcd ond § think weshould caraiully consider it ond if there ora no rcesons to reject it,thot ws make fti
everyone on salary os long os they cre travelling. Ban Gurley suggests that

that we
we moke tho sal ual to 25% over nors hoursmal

lt also should very ésfinitel bs past of the policy that no ona fsobligated ta travel. this statement § think we are then cleor of mowlegal problems thet may result.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE September 18th, 1962

Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

There are several things | would like to have you do in preparation for
making the new magnetic tape units.

1. 1 would like to have the quantity price on the Borg model 1064 servo
gear motor with a 61 gear ratio. 1 would also like to know If these
are available with a 3-1, 41 and 5~1 ratio. | also would like the
price on motors without gears.

We may want to buy a mold to make reels like the one Lincoln Laboratory
has made. Will you get a rough price from the molding company as to the
price of a new mold in case we decide to buy a new one.

2.

There was a company In Chicago called American Molding Company which
made most of the reels in the country. They changed their name and |

haven't been able to find a catalog under the old name or the new name.
We did ask a year ago or so, but at that time didn't find one. Will you
check through our catalog file and then telephone them directly and make
sure we get a catalog.

3.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT AMA

DATE September 18th, 1962

TO Kenneth H. Olsen FROM Win Hindle

You asked me to look at the new AMA Evaluation Series" of
films. They do not seem either necessary or suitable for DEC at this
time. However, | will review this series of films again after following
the progress of the Works Committee meetings which In many ways
evoke the same kind of discussion that the films would stimulate.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACH USETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE September 13th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

American Research has taken on a new sulte of offices in the John Hancock
bullding. Part of this Is a very pleasant and large conference room. They have
furnished these rooms very nicely and they have a blue carpet on the floor.
However, the walls are very bare and they asked if we happen to have a large
mounted photograph of our equipment around that they might use to decorate
it. We, of course, sald that we would look around and see what we had.

What we really want to do Is take full advantage of this advertising and
send down two or three well mounted photographs that will really advertise what
we are doing. Will you look Into this and let me know what suggestions you have.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE September 13th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Sten Olsen FROM Olsen

Harlen Anderson
Jock Atweed
Gorden Bell

Kenneth H.

Ooteber 8th = 12the the National institutes of Heelth, Bethesda, Maryland
there is going to be the 12th Annuel instrument Sympesiue and Research

be very worthwhile could work a exhibit here end have of
PDP computers. There tle a poesthility that might have nur Mess General
Heapital POP 1 computer with Analog inputs ell set for this time end enuld
show it off hare before deliver it.

Equipment Exhibit. Seceveeof our new it wouldln medical werk,

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



MEMO DAT ESeptember12th,1962_
FROM Aynne Manalng

When you have finished Merk E. Connelly's Analog=Digital Computersfor Real Time Sumulation, will you kindly return it to the Ubrary.

Many thanks.

ce: Librory

DAP 984



SUBJECT
TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
September 12th, 1962

Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Harlan Anderson

1 received o call lost week from the president of DiAn Controls
Company. He is considering using the same sales representative In the
northwest os we are using. The representative has raised the question

to whether It would be right to some=
what competitive. He doesn't feel we're In competition and wanted te
know our opinion. | told him that | didn't feel we were competitive
either, but | would want to check with Stan and Andy.

people who are

If you agree that it would be all| go along with this,
would like to have Stan call Bob Kodis at DtAn Controls and tell him
so. I'd Itke Stan te make the call because Bob Kodis would also like
to know what experience has been with Drake.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE September 11, 1962

TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

When you were out seeing the world | signed all the quotes. I'm still getting inquiries
of them. This might be good because | sympathize with the problems of the Sales Department
but it is somewhat of a chore.

One of the quotes | sent out was to the local Air Force Base on some power supplies and
other things. Mr. Brothers called me this moming to say that they asked for the quote to be
f.o.b. destination and we sent it with the catalog prices and the estimated charges for shipping
separately. They would like the shipping charges added onto the cost of each unit. | explained
what the problem was and he said that if we would send a letter to them requesting that the f.o.b.
might be changed to point of origin that they would take care of It.

This letter should be addressed to The Electronic Systems Group, Attention: ESKKP~1.
The request number is CRL~3640. The letter should say that we requested the f.o.b. be changed
to point of origin and that we will prepay the transportation charges and will bill these charges
separately .

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
September 5th, 1962DATE

TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

t received a call on Tuesday, September 4th from Mr. Gordon Worcester
of Boston. He wanted to talk to you about a course they are teaching on
"The Common Market" at the Boston Chamber of Commerce meeting center
in September,

If we are serious about setting up an office in Europe maybe one of us
should go to this session.

Kenneth H. Olsen

MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD,



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Ted -

DATE
September 4th, 1962

FROM Aynne Manning

With reference to the attached time cards, will you please sign these
cards and in the future be sure that your signature appears on them before
they are sent through.

Many thanks.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Bob Beckman FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE September 4, 1962

! am quite concemed that our computers are as unreliable in the field as they are. We
can blame things on the customer, but really, these things should not fail at all. As you in-
crease your staff | would like to have somebody look over all their failure data and see if we
can't come to some conclusion as to what should be done.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Augueh 30th 1042

SUBJECT Spese Flight Center
TO Beb Seckman FROM Kenneth MH. Olsen

| recetved a trill on adnesday "uguet from A4ytoll on ednesday, Fram Ady Cath
the Mardhail Space Flight Center. He would to with a team of eaple
next Friday meming, POP spacete consider eur
vehicle check owt. 1, of ceurse, told him yes and they will arrive nent Thursday
evening and will here thing in the moming.

The people will be Mesws. &. C. Mitchell, Jerry Tumer, W. O. Mitchell,
Ellis Baggs and Rohert We might have the visiter's hadges cut
themahead

Seeavee Andy, Stan end Ben Gurley nat here, { would lithe te have
yeu take charge of this vislt end give them the teur ond everything they need.
Ack Gorden Bell te stand by thet if they have technical questions, he

them. Yeu might have them gather in my and sf! drink
coffee together. Then, yeu take them « tour end sit down and
theie detail questions.

They asked ( would awvange fer hotel reservations fer them. After |

delayed « little bit they agreed te do this themselves. Maybe they suggesting
that pay fer their hotel, but | didn't understand this.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Herlan Anderson
Gerden Boll
Sten Olen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE August 30th, 1962

TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

attaching a mock-up of a booklet which the Greater Boston Chamber
of Commerce Is putting out on science based companies in the Boston area. They
have asked us to fill out a questionnaire to be included In the text of this material,
now they would like to sell us a page of advertising. This page costs $500.00.
My first impression is that we should not bother with this, but 1 did tell them that
we would consider It. | suggest that you send back the mock-up to them and send
note saying that we do not feel this Is worthwhile because we are largely a

civilian based company and could not take advantage of much of thelr distribution.
We also have very good contacts In the area and so recruiting is not a problem for
us In the technical schools.

If you have other Ideas than this, do let me know.

Kenneth H. Olsen@

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE August 30th, 1962

TO Dave Denniston FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Sometime ago | was given the name of a man who was interested In our
computer for medical work. | forget where | got the name and what the interest
was, but it might be worthwhile for you to show some interest in this man
because we are now particularly interested in the medical field. The name of
the man Is Dr. Samuel Sutton, Neuropsychiatric Institute, Biometrics Section,
168th Street and Fort Washington Avenue, New York 32, New York.

We are looking at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory Line computer and considering
the possibility of marketing It. This created quite a bit of interest in the medical
fleld and Lincoln Laboratory would like to have us supply it. Their first idea was
that people should make their own and buy the parts from us. We would like this
best, but most medical people are not interested in carrying on a project like this.

The Line computer has several features. There fs low performance but
inexpensive and reliable tape units. {i has analog Inputs and it has Tektronic's
5 In. oscilloscope output. We are definitely going ahead and putting these features
on our PDP=4 computer and so there Is a good possibility that this computer will
do most of the work which a Linc computer was designed for. We, of course, would
like to do this because it would then mean that we have only one computer of this
approximate capability in production.

Also, we are particularly interested in medical and industrial control work
now because It is not military.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMdel

SUBJECT Salary Review Forms

DATE August 30th, 1962

TO Winston Hindle FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Every December we review the salaried people and | think make a
very careful review on the study of their salary and propose new figures to
the Board of Directors. So far each time it has come up, we are very rushed
and our records are not left In a form which Is as useful as it should be in
future years.

After our review session last December | dictated some notes as to what
Ideas these records should be like. Aynne Manning probably hes these and |

would like to have you take these up and make sure we have the forms and
records ready so that when we start again in November we can bring all our
records up to date and then leave them in decent form.

We have for about two years been working on a new personnel application
form. There are a lot of things which we are not covering in the present form

think about it a little bit perhaps you could push it through. If It Is only cur own
printing department which Is holding things up we can always have it done on the
outside.

nd we have had a proposal for a new form which we have not ben real happy with
but which | thought was going te go ahead. If you could get hold of this copy and

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 30th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Russ Doane FROM Kenneth H Olsen

Dick Best

| received a from Bob Hughes about the high speed diodes
bought for the VHF line. He may not have gotten the whole story Into the
memo, but it would to that from the story In the memo, should
evaluate the Transatron diodes before go too far in buying large quantities
from Qutronics. Theamount involved Is very high.

! am particularly concerned about the attitude on money which seems
prevalent In ow Engineering Department, or at least It appears to be.
Sometimes the impression ts passed on, at least to financial people, that
the Engineering Department thinks they ore working for MIT where they don't
admit they know what money ts.

We may not change what we octually do, but the casual! attitude
with respect to money is indeed disturbing and shouldat lecst give the
Impression that we have more respect for it

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
August 30th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Laren Prentice FROM

Ken Fitzgerald
Bob Lesen

Kenneth H. Olsen

fet them know thut you trust them. Once you give the Impression that you

is done in all places. The companies with the largest stealing problems

out pases. We will just leave this unsald end | think 1 will leave a better

I have @ strong feeling thet the best security is to trust your people and

hava mrtonfirieace In them but @ confidence in some checking system, then
the only challenge felt te them is how to beet the system, ond we know
these who have check out passes, bag inspection ali theses things. !

suggest thot yn mat 7 point shot hag inspection or check

impression with our people.

Without stating It in the the guards make
all equipment which Is being carried out.

can heave

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE August 30th, 1962

TO Winston Hindle FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

On June 8th | received a letter from the American Management
Association, Inc. suggesting, or rather announcing a new service to
appriase companies performance. have done nothing about this, but
| would Ike to have you look it over and decide what you think we should
do and If you think it Is a good Idea, will you make a proposal as to how
we should arrange it.

Kenneth H. Olsen
Enc.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE August 29th, 1962

Fire Insurance

TO Winston Hindle FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We are supposedly well covered with fire Insurance but, It has been
a long time since | have looked into It in detal! and because the company
is rather large now, | am sure It is not a simple matter. There are undoubtedly
a number of policies we could carry and there are a number of situations
that we would want to be protected ogainst. | think It would be a good idea
If you would look into this situation and let me know If you think we are
doing a good job. Right now, | can't even tell you who Is looking after
the Insurance.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 27, 1962

SUBJECT Coler Movies of Peveshute Jump

TO desk Atweed FROM Olsen

Sometine tn the fulure may want to make up « demensteation educations! movie

it weuid be o geod ides te look into Wt and how prection! t would be of this time. We
might rent « and take them ourselves hive else to do It.

the POP computers. if we were te do this would be very nice te hove seme feotege of
the the f hove ne idee how supsative thie would bs but think

Kenneth OlenH.

CC: Merlen Andenan
Sten Olsen
Sevart Geover

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 27, 1962
SUBJECT List of Jobs Te De

TO Winston Hindle FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

My feb in the company pretty well be defined doing everything that con't?
get somebody to do. Yeur feb then be defined doing these jobs which | think I'm
doing and not doing those jobs which | have quite gotten ereund te do.
these will develop we have conversations ond yeu observe whet Is going here. Here

« few notes loopholes in organization which | pertieuvlerly censclous of .
When we were mall it very importent thet werked with a great amount of freedam but

that we getting larger end organizetion Is complex we heave te spell evt
many ef our policies and de much more deteil scheduling end plenning.

We have, many times, sat down te develop @ consistent pricing formule and technique.
This ts still not down In @ reesonebly concise form and still make mistekes in pricing.
Develeping this will mean visiting many people in the company which probably makes very
good first project. Dick Best is the to first because he Is vevally invelved in almost
all the pricing.

There different types of products whichpricing differently. There is
« spectal type system and there Is the stendard product which we'll plento
moke many times. Then there is also the special services which perform and sometimes de
net expect te make money them but merely consider it « service to the customer.

Pert of this should also spell aut the techniques by which make standard bids. These
bids may be fer the most pert collections of standard product but the techniques methods
by which they made end the records which kept afterwards should be spelled out. We
all heve ideas how this should be done but do net have it standardized. Pert
will be a stendardized quotation form.

Jay Forrester feels thet | should spend a geed part ofmy time looking out for the customer's
polat ef view and making tha? treat them well. | try te de this but quite do It
well It should be | would like te heve your help in doing the One project which
weuld help you get sterted in this end develop a feeling fer problems related te customers
hes been suggested This should reelly under Sten Olsen's categery but
he's In Europe for twe weeks and he'd be ell teo happy te hove help. We have very few

alse because the failure rate is relatively low. However it Is a chore fer the customer te get
the standard parts locally and Jey proposes thet develop « repalr-parts kit which we give
away te each ef ovr significant customers. | haven't theught abeut this pessibility enough te
know whet the problems but besicolly It sounds like @ geod idea. We give ewey @

negligible amount of meney and develop lot of good will, it

returns on our modules This is because the customer bly fix them faster himself end

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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The main project which | would like to have you pursue Is the one which | have been
poking at for long period of time and have been making very little headway. That's the
overall planning of the company. This should start off with the planning of new products ond
new projects and end up with a concise, readily understood, overall prediction for the company.
We have had problems In the last year of underestimating our needs for cash. This has basically
been because of peor planning In our engineering projects end result in late delivery. We are
now doing things on a large enough scale that we cannot afford to be sloppy in our predictions.
We have fo be careful in doing this because we don't want to be so tled up in red tape that we
lose the freedom and creativity which has been so successful In our engineering 20 far.

We should work toward developing a statement of company goals and company policies.
We obviously have goals and policies but we tend to get quite confused when we try to make a
statement of these. This is partly because they often sound very comy when they are put down
on paper, but also becouse they are rather complicated and probably multi-dimensional. As
you come fresh Into the company you might be in a position to help formulate these.

Jay Forrester {s very disappointed that we haven't stated these things and spelled out all
our policies in detall. I'm sure he's right but we're a little afrald to work too energetically
towards Jay's goals because we're afraid he will introduce ideas and policies which are not
that of the company and that he would tend to define the adaptability ond freedom which we
find important to the company

This statement of goals and also the statement of policies might be done in very simple
form and then we could have a file of cases where we have made certain decisions and done
things certain ways. This might be a file of all the strange cases which most of the company
history is made up of. We once gave a donation to the local hotrodders club because of a
misunderstanding within the organization. If there was a statement mentioning this and saying
that we won't do it again it would be helpful, even though it may never come up again. We,
just in the last week, lowered a bid to two computer customers becouse we had confused them
significantly by giving a very low estimate on part of the job. In the end we told them thot
the new price was the price that it would be from now on, but because we mislead them initially
in a very low estimate we would approximately split the difference between the estimate and
the final price. After we make a statement of this In the miscellaneous file of policies we can
then get reactions from people as to how It worked out. Next time we con know better, so we
should do this thing.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE Auguat Zand, 1952

Sten Olson FROM Kenneth Oleen

| think this should be keptwent Se inquiey Leg immediatel.
by ene of the secretaries tn the Seles Department. This leg should be « lessee
leaf notebook with serielly numbered pages. Each page should have « ditte
form it thet information be put down in « consistent ferm and olther
typed hendurittenla. We sheuid probably e netebesk cosh menth
and then file the away.

Each Monday, | would ftke deliverdd temy office @ etutus repert

that have net been answered. 1 should cleo list the date which they wi be
enewered end whewill exewer them. Your secretary can readily get this

lnquices. in this repert | weuld like to have a fist of af! evistending inquiries

from
Aa the present time we de net get areund to anewering inquiries until

they ere overdue. ls of thase eve a
negative way efter have teken the full length of time te say

Clean

ee Nick Mezzerese
Bele Soclunen

a--j------

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO George O'Dea FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE
August 15th, 1962

Sometime ago we decided on a policy of insisting that all the key people
have physical examinations each year. Because we insisted on this, we offered
to pay the cost of the physical. We have not enforced this and | am not sure
that anyone has collected for a physical.

This comes up now because | just told Gordon Bell about this and | told
him that he should be one of the people to have a yearly physical and the
company will pay for it. | believe he Is going to go ahead and do this.

1 going to ask Aynne to make a chart of all the people so that
can keep a record of when they have their physical examinations. | believe
this chart should Include the people who come to the Works Committee, except
Bill Congleton and Jay Forrester. In addition, It should also include Gordon Bell
and Nick Mazzarese. We have to be somewhat secretive about this because

e some people might feel offended not being Included on the list.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



te come woys we heve @ peor system fer ensoultee poging. WU we are
the evtelde the epssater first rings eur phone. Wf we ore net there, our secretary enewers

W she deom't haow where we are, the hes the main aperater gong os. By the time
we pick lt up end each of the secretaries hes ecxed whe be coliing, the coiler ic rather
impettcnt. | suggest that we consices the following syetem: Each these whe
ere on the gong system will hove « gong button on her desk. We can member
of these whe are gouges somewhat ff we see @ mere enphistiouted coding system. Then,

will go diveotiy te te meretery end the operator aot have te exh whe the

of the people whe ere on the gong system will hove mere then one line coming
late their office. Outside solis com come on ans ilne and laside calls con come on
enother. ta this way the sceretery ar the man in the office con differentiots between
them.

This would meen working out system la which the paren belag called con da!
inte the same line which the sceretery is heiding. Wf this can be readily dene | think we
thovid go choad with the autem.

One cemploint ic thet tt ametines takes mingios belers the call ic enewered. The ether
comploiat le that sematine after the epesater calis individuals, she comes bask ond eske
whe le calling. | beilove this is slaply becaves the ferget te as: eriginaliy, but the im-
plication bs that che hes the man on the phone and whether he bs ta or ant be dependent
on whe is calilng. W the giri forgets te eck Immediately the aume of the euliar, the should
ast bother asking of aii end ict the man being exiled figure it aut.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 15, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Ken Fitzgerald FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| received a phone call from our patent lawyer who had been talking to one of our
customers about our laboratory modules. They are very happy with the circults and think
that they work well and are very useful. However, they are having extreme difficulty in
pulling the modules out of the case. | think that we ought fo do something about this
right away. We had considered several possibilities, one of them Is to put the banana
pins into a spinning jack to smooth off the burrs before we use them. Another possibility
is to lubricate them all with Molybdenum disulphide or some other lubricant. George
Gerelds, at one time, collected a lot of samples of this and other lubricants but | am not
sure how we had left it.

| would like to have you look into this and let me know what you propose that we
do.

The customer is Transonics which is In the Boston area and | think we should make
particular point to fix up thelr units. We might give them a new mounting panel with

improved banane pins.

Kenneth H. Olsen

CC: Stan Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE 15, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Herlen Andersen FROM Olsen

Thursday morning, August 14th Gorden Bell, ben Guriey end myself visited the
RCA Foxbere. My impression of the people end of thelr competence wer very
high efter this meeting. § think develep a very geod relationship with them.

COC hes @ number of edventages the charts which they heve drewn. Their exsts
ere somewhat lower, end they have « high speed erithmetic element eveliebis fer the
COC 160, and they theareticelly can xpend in memory indefinitely.

We told them thet developing a high speed erithmetic package end thet
this will be evailabie. We offered to send them the specifications this end else offered
to werk out the detelis them.

t think thet If ef all possible should make the expend momery evalleble
stenderd feature end de not increase the cost fer this.

thet try to meet them price. ff de this, COC will probably lower thelr price
end then ne will make ony money.

Although the rnc 10 ta dightly lees seme arses, | de net sugest

We do have @ very significant edventege over COC in that we owe physically clese
end thet they know thet have people whe right here whe spenk for the project.
| else heave the feeling that gained thelr confidence.

Theyprpesd inte this field relatively slewly, they will order 2 or
puters this year fer delivery eerly next year end efter thet expect te sell betweea4 to 6
computers each year. They de net expect te make money @ group until 1965, eltheugh
they expeet te lose less end ies cach year before thet.

te go
4

They considering the power ficld and they feel thet they have equipment
which pets thes ine propriety pectin ln this This iscompletely
project which they e 160 fer.

We heve premised te de « number of things fer them. Seme of the ones which |

follows
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1. A price the slenderd memory witch.
2 e Tentative specifications on the high speed orithmetic element.
3. A detatied ite of eli programming helps which hove eveileble end theee

which :remised to have avellebie.
4. Telerence te power fellure.
§. We prepece te run detailed reliability tests for them.

The Ilet of things which we promised them Is a let longer, these jus? be
the things which | remember.

1 suggest that efter the WESCON show set up the PDP 4 In weet coast office
end It 24 hours a day for 4 wesks with a test program it te gather life date. The
citernative to this is fo bring the machine beck here and rn the life test here, but think
tt be dene just well the west cost. | suggest thet they de net the mechine fer
any other use during this period.

They sey thet certain applications, en elgebrate compiler ls competitively very
important. Seme of the chemical compentes wont to run thelr enelyses the computer
and beceuse these eptimizing they feel « compiler ls very Importent.

They very much interested in the tolerance of the computer fo power feliure.
They must have standby power for thelr systems end they heve te knew how long it will
teke before the mechine fails efter a pewer fellure. They will heve stendby power, but
they need time te ewltch It la. W millesecoads Is geod, 16 might de end 8 would be peer.

1 told them thet develo; ing @ high frequency moter generater fe improve eur
tolerance to power fellure end they would be very much Interested in this.

t think shouldlook inte very large silicone contre! rectifiers te be sted
switch turn off power so that we run our experiments on time deloys.

They have circult problem with ow 1OT pulses they tec fer
thelr clircults. | suggest thet we ge over this cerefuliy with them end If con't work
thie out far them. | think Ben Gurley Dick Sest should be lavelved in this.

Keaneth MH. Olsen

CC: Bea Gurley
Gorden Beil
Sten Oisen

algebraic
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE Aaguet 13, 1962

TO Seb Bockman FROM Olen
fen Guricy
George O'Dee
Sten Olean

i reselved @ telephane cell from Ed Fredkin saying thet he felt thet
eur pretetype machine and the DEC machine which wiil teke its plece heave ast

wili net receive the ettention thet computers in the field receive. We
hed premised hie that they weuld receive the attention end thet he shovid
he shies to expect the relleblilty. He asked te write a letter te the
poeple delag the meintenence te make that they de give this mechine the

respect thet they would went in @ ovsiomer's lant. | esured him
thet | wavid end the? would give the service we promised.

He else mentioned that he considering going inte the PD? servic-
ing business beceuse customers quite concemed obout leck af service.
He clots thet have net marginal checked any of computers in the fis!d
end have pion for preventive meintenence. | aswured him thet have
pfegram set up ead thet about te teke complete responsibility fer marginal
checking end preventive maintenenes. However | did not go late the detsils
of this becaues | heve very little confidence. this is the feeling that ls
within the fleld, we should be thet give ensugh service thet peeple
leek te DEC end don't lek elsewhere.

Kenneth KH. Olsen

KNOweet
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

August 8th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ken Fitzgerald

DATE

| walked through the plant after clesing last Friday and was a little
surprised to see the condition of the painting crea. There were severalcans left outside in the spray booth and there 5 gallon
paint can with a completely open cover filled with acetone. | get the
impression that this is the way things are left every night. This open can
of acetone must generate a lorge amount of explosive vapors in the whole
shop

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Alma Ponts FROM Olson

DATE August th, 1942

Keneth H.

Arneud de Vitry ts planning te leave the country August 30th end before
he leaves, he needs @ statement of his earnings. He would like letter from us
summarizing the director's fees he received in 1962. Ne would like to have this
broken down inte two figures that before June 30th and after June 30th. He
will be here Tuesday, August 7th and would like te pick up the letter af that
time. This Is a director's meeting and he will receive a director's fee at
thet time and this should be Included in the letter.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec Goerge O'Dea
Herlen Anderson
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Qnd, 1962

SUBJECT The 'nonderful operational amplifier.
TO Dilek Best

FROM Kenneth Olsen
Ben Gurley
Don White
Buwbers Stephens

§ suggest tha? first of olf try to develop ideal operutiune! amplifier.
These have wonderful charactistics end be weed for very many things. This
unit should heave almost infinite Input impedance end | think that it should have
output swing of + 10 volts. it should have a goin of at lecet 0.1 million, but ft
would be beat if # about 30million. W should ales have optional chopper
stebliizing omplifier. if had this ideal operational amplifier it would make
very simple sample and hold chuuil. In the following circuit If Rl = R2 there Is
unit te gain. the resistor network fe disconnected from the input end there Is

leaknge in the ewitrh the Input amplifier in the capacitor, it shouldremember (There also cannot be any leakage In the Input te
the stablizing amplifier.) Ry

1 don't know how it will make this Ideal switch, but f instead put the
switches each end of the resistor divider, could use @ simple transistor
beceves ths cutput of this operatiune! amplifier is very lew hpedance and the
Inpvt is probubly another very low Impedance operational

Inverter would be « very good switch.
so

The operutions! umplifies will aloo muke uo vety nice DO tu A Lunvester. Ff
we use weighted Inverter to the input. The potentiometer
in sovies with the weighted resistor will Compensute for the variations In satuation
vultuge. The output of this decoder will be < end will ellminate of big

con ves @

arguments fer ell signals being negative with ground.

I feel that should consider the field effect transistor the nuvister
tube input stages to cperational amplifier. The nuvister input stage

would be a pal, éf belunced tubes with o transisie source In the cothude.
There probably should be a balenulng resister in serles with the pluie resistors.
These then drive the balenced transistor stage which also would have a transistor
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in emitter. bn moet the tage or
two ere balenced, but might ap wel hove balanced all the way.

then « comparieenThe input to operational «
cleouit because the nput veries very fer from 0 vo te. The big problem
however is that yeu want @ large emeunt of guin without having 8 ceclilete
when feedback networks ere put in ploce.

Kenneth 4. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE August 2nd, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Don White

We need to develop experlence with operational amplifiers. 1 would
suggest that we consider the possibility of buying a 1/2 dozen of the Inexpensive
vacuum tuhe operational amplifiers from George Philbrict Assoc inter with the
appropriate power supplies If we don't have them. With this we can then
experiment and learn the problems with drift and also how you would make a
digital analog converter and a sample and hold circuit with operational
amplifiers.

At the same time, we might order one of thelr potted transIstorized operational
amplifiers. tf this Is as good as they claim, maybe we should not bother making
our own but simply buy operational amplifiers from Philbrick.

Another company that makes units [ike Philbrick Is Embree Electronics Corp.
993 Farmington Avenue, West Hartford 7, Connecticut. They ore represented by
Michael S. Coldwell, 41 lancaster Read, Needham 92, Massachusetts
Hillcrest 401142,

The Embree amplifier uses nuvistor tubes input stages with two 6CWS5 output
tubes, the output voltage range is + 100 volts. The price is $95.00 for a plain.
unit with soldered terminal connections. in addition, they have octal plug-in
units just like Philbrick.

We should aiso look inte choppers that we can use in stabilized amplifiers.
Embree uses a James C2713 which they claim gives them 2 microvolts of noise.

There are several books on analog computation which describe operational

simplter is Volume | | of the computer basic by Howard W. Sands
Publishing Company. ! think have most of these in the library, but if there

any others which do not have, we con check into It.

amplifiers and go into many of the problems in detail circuit design. One

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
August 2nd, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

I think we forgot to put a patent disclaimer on our present catalog and
logic book. Will you be sure that when we do our new book that we do state
that these are given as suggestions and do not Imply a license and something to
the effect that we do not know which are patented and do not mean to imply
that they are not patented.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

@ DATE 4042
SUBJECT ality Control Procedure
TO Dick Beet FROM Olsen

Geb Hughes

Va hod visleore 0 teuple of weeks nga from Morth Amerienn to review
our foctiieies. They particularly interested in Cvuelity Control
procedwes. They found procedures unsetisfactery and as « result

fram the bidders

My le thet quality end Contvel sonsenebly
geod, but prosedures lnfermal and net well contrefied. would

reviewed we give peuple vety simple ttebightiorwerd menvele thet
will exnplele exactly what doing.

ike te see Sob Hughes meke « schedule fer syshematiazing this ss the? when

There is @ consulting Veet Acton called Relleblityttle. Ve might listen to « prepesel from them te eet up this prosedure tes

Olsen

Maynard Sandler
desk Atwood
Yon Dien
Harlen Anderson
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE duly 25th, 1962

SUBJECT Industrial Dynamics Meeting = August 2nd

TO Group t (3:00 to 4:30 p.m.)
Ken Olsen
Gordon Bell
Dick Best
Ben Gurley
Dick Mills
Maynard Sandler
Bob Savell

FROM Ayane Manning

Group 2 (430 to 600 p.m.)
Harlan Anderson
Jack Atwood
Bob Beckman
Jon Fadiman
George O'Dea
Stanley Olsen

Dave Packer has asked that | remind you to carefully read Chapters 17
and 18 of Industrial Dynamics before your scheduled meeting on Thursday,
August 2nd.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 24th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Gorden Bell
Ben Gurley

1 recelved a rall from De Frank Ervin nn Wortneeriny tn tath about nffer
for a computer. He felt this a very generous offer. They have the feeling that
they be much successful In osking for money from the government than
they have before, and 0 they enthusiastic about the program than
before. However, they confused by which computer would be beet for them.

Dr. Ervin would Itke to do experimental werk where he tles the computer
directly to the experiment. However, Chairman Committee he Is
perhaps going overboard In trying to be objective making the decision. Manyof the
other people would like te do statistical work which they doing the 7090.
Because of this work, he feels they probably should have a capable computerthan him thet he needs mare than ane camper,

tled to experiments isn't up to what normal expect. He likes to hear these words
because he would like nothing better than te have his computer, which he might
share with a few other laboratories. {t is up to te convince them tha? what they
should have is of for laboratory use, and then continue to rent 7090 fer those
who want to process cards, maybe they should rent a full-time 1601.

end thet if he ts doing experiments directly on the computer, it might not be satisfactory
fer the eople whe want to de statistical work. The reliability of a computer being

He Is still concerned about the programming helps that would be available o
PDP-4. i have told him thet | have the problem that he has in trying to evaluate
whatprogrammers | told him that | would continue to look
into it and encouraged him that when | gel bock from vacation, talk further
about it. if Gerdon Bell de anything to influence these people the usefulness
of the and the wonderful alds that will be available, | think it would help
cause. | don't think that interested In competing with IBM in the processing
of large amounts of statistical data.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

@ DATE duly 20, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Gerdon Bell FROM Kenneth WH. Olsen

Ben Gurley
Horien Anderson

On Thursday morning, we were visited by al! the top people from Bolt,
Berane and Newman. They come here te impress on us the poor operating effl-
clency of thelr POP-1. While they were talking, we impressed upon them the
problems we have in working with them, the difficulties we have in working out
arrengements with them, the fact thet they exaggerate thelr cases, and thet we
think they are too shrewd ond hard-driving.

After we exchanged hard words fer a while, everybody was apologetic
and coeperstive, and we concluded thet the only thing we can de is fo make that
machine work well. | promised them that Ben Gurley would show up on Monday
to review the siwetion and te work outa plan by which we will get thet thing
the meeting. We told them that we gave them $34,000 te put DECAL down on

Licklider argues with this, and Is in the mood to prove to us thet DECAL Is useful,
and that we might be able to get him to do the writing at not too great a cost.
told him thet we would be very hoppy to talk over the situation with him. it might

week.

good shape in the immediate future. Two other Interesting points up from

paper in useful forms and es far as we can tell, we got nothing useful out of It.

be @ good idea If Ben Gurley talked about this when he wos down to next

The other interesting point wos about a new project they ere working on.
Jordan Beruch hes about 1/3 of « million dollers to experiment with data collection
for hospitals. He plans to heok wire lines between typewriters in words ef Mass.
General Hospital to the POP-1 computer in Cambridge. Inte this will feed all
patient deta including prescriptions and dosages and the like. This first plece of
money Is jus? to demonstrate it for the first year, and If it works out, the projectwill grow. Even though this is experimental in nature, it is important that It heve
almost 100% reliability. | told Lee Beronek thet they just can't run experiments
in a computer and then have it evellable for 100% reliability
this hespitel type use. He hed apporently never considered this, end wanted us to
work on the machine so thet they could have thelr laboratory experiments and the
hospital werk all going simultaneously. | suggested thet they seriously consider «
POP-4 computer, beceuse it Is less expensive thon « PDP-1, and they might be
eble to buy one for this hospital experiment alone. Because It elready has teletype
laputs, this might bee easier to use. In final situetion. they would like about
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This hospital unit would also need a magnetic tape unit becouse of the
large emount of Informetionte be stored. Because there Is no reason fer le to be
compatible with 1AM, end becaves meny of the characteristics are not os critical

they In business usage, @ link type tepe unit or one of the other Inexpensive
units thet we heve leoked et might be just the thing. We should probably decide
which of these tepe units is best and go efter it with all enthusiaem.

te

When they down te visit, they hed in mind PDP-1 com-
puter. | suggested that this weuld not be the enswer to thelr problem, becouse under
ne circumstances can we give them one immediately, end they hove to get thelr unit
working Immediately. Hewever, they ere geing to generate a list of terminal equip-
ment which they would machine If they end we will then
give them a price on this with a trade-in for the old one. If we did this some time

we might heve saved « let In installation costs. There might stili be « signi-
fleent amount of saving In maintenance ond lastallation costs, end it might be worth
our while to be quite generous on this. We tend emotionally to be egalnst giving
them anything, because they don't te appreciate anything do for them.
However, | think this might longer be the case, and it might be very worth
while fer to be generous on this point. One of the first things should do is
find out whet our reel manufecturing cest is, ond whether there Is enything salveg-
eble not in the old machine If we got It beck. We csked them to generote a list
of the terminal equipment, beceuse telling us simply they wanted exactly whet they
have now is not really wfficient. A few of the things like two typewriters and two
punches might be very difficult and expensive, end there might be considerable
saving In leaving them out.

new

new

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE July 20, 1962

TO Rolend Belevert FROM Kenneth HH. Olsen
Gerden Beil
Ben Gurley
Olek Beet

A fow months ego, hed @ visit fram Datemek Corporation in Ceilfomia
whe meking inexpensive tape unit. We told them thet we were interested
ln this, ond they heve thelr production protetype walt ready and would like
to talk to us about It. Mr. Tresy from their erganization wili be here Monday,
Auguat 12 and will sath te 7 1 not here, | teld him te
call Roeland Belevert Gerden Beil. this unit ls conventional in design then
the ane ws leoked ot from New Jersey, but has lower performance, and | believe
will be compotible with 18M.

Before they to visit us, they going to try te sell It te John Ackley
ot ITT. | sald them te ge cheed end do this, end aot worry bout eviting us out of
the business.

Kenneth HW. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE July 20, 1962

TO Dave Dubay FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

When they re-made the walls in my present office, they covered up the

volume control for the loudspeaker. | am going to be on vacation from July 23

to 27, and in that time | would like to have you re-do the volume control so that

it Is accessible. A good place to put it would be just behind the door to the back

room in my office. The speaker can be left above the false ceiling, because |

think people can hear well enough through it.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 5, 1962
SUBJECT
TO FROM Kenneth WH. Olen

George O'Dee
Dick Mills
Maynard Seadier

Fer time heve the for strengthening ovr edmlaisiretive
staff. Jay Forrester hes pelnted out « of erees ln which have ben quite
week. is very difficult te fill this job because it is vague. Mest of the edmin-
letvative tasks ere being teken care of now one wey or ensther, but, indeed, they

net thoroughly done they thevid be. An example of of the tasks which
not being taken of Is the recruiting of professions! personnel. We get many

inquiries end resumes, but often let them slide end, indeed, are often
te the people.

Next Thursdey moming, Mr. Hindle, whe is the industriel Licison steff

might be very useful te ff pesible, | wevid like te have you talk with him when
he of thet time.

ot 4.5.7. will come to visit us. Me hed hed very genera! administrative experience
ot bA.8 ole, end has @ very plessent personality. He is one whe Jey Forrester seggests
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 5, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Andy and | visited M.1.T. last week to look over the PDP computer. It
was rather disappointing to look at the scope console because the paint had been
scuffed off the legs.

| think we should consider two possibilities to cure this problem. | think
that if we had a better preparation before painting that we would suffer less from
paint chipping off. We have already observed, | believe, that paint sticks a lot
better to our aluminum than to our steel, because we prepare our aluminum better.

1 would like to see us get prices on brush chrome plating the frames for
our tables and scope consoles. I'm sure that this will add to the cost, but the legs
on that scope console look poor.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE July 5, 1962

SUBJECT Testing Personnel

TO Bob Hughes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

At our Works Committee Meeting last Monday, Dick Best mentioned
that you would like to have the testing personnel report directly to you. We
decided that this would not be a good idea, and here is some of the reasoning:

If they reported directly to you, then Dick Best would have to supervise
you and make spot checks on your work. We cannot tolerate having the group
doing the testing being the final check on the testing.

There is no reason why, with due diligence, you cannot have control
over how the testing is done, and it is a simple matter to have people bring
their problems to you.

You and your people can keep careful check on what is being produced,
and how the tests are being made, and in addition, make spot checks in the
stockroom. If your spot checks in the stockroom produce a large number of
defective units such as 3] power supplies, it means that you have not done your
job in watching production and watching inspection before the units were pack-
aged. Once ina while, you might find that the equipment was not calibrated
right, or that someone fell asleep during the testing, but if the number of units
that get by this way is large, it means that you have not done your job com-
pletely.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
Hl MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT

duly 5, 1962

TO George Brown FROM OlsenKeneth 4.

Part of our lease with Maynard Industries on the top fieor of Betid 45
is free use of the poring lot ecross from our shipping dock. However, we have
to fix this up start using it before next July in order to have of it. it
wili be very convealeat to heve that space fer visitors ond salesmen when the
Purchasing Department within the next week or two. would also
be alice to heve it for the Mother's Shift, beceuse it would be a lat closer to the
door than our present parking lot.

yew find out whet will be invelved in meking thet perking lot end
get some bids on this job.

Maynard ladustrias has drewlngs of that parking lot, end they have been

bids them. You should work with Neary Croves in getting these bids so thet
we have good records of whot we do.

eppreved by the town, ond so we probebly ere obliged to follow them
you ge? coples of these drewlags end if they ere reasonable, go coheedond get

Keancth Kh. Oleen

CC: Maynard Sendier
Loren Prentice
Dick Mills
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE July 5, 1962

TO
George Brown FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Before the winter time, we should consider plans for snow removal around

the possibility of having him plow our lot. He might be more readily available
thon the local meson. We will have to be very careful In doing this, because it
might get us Into trouble doing business with our own employee. We might have
him do It on company time at no extra pay, but we would pay rent on his truck.

Building #5. Ep Toum! has @ truck with a snow plow on It, and we should consider

We should also talk with Raytheon and find out what their experience has
been with the local mason fo see if that is satisfactory.

In addition, we should buy before the first snow a good heavy-duty snow
blower. We have to keep our loading dock clear and our sidewalks clear, and |

don't think that a regular snow plow Is satisfactory for this. With a good machine,
one of our own men could very readily perform this task.

Kenneth H. Olsen

CC: Henry Crouse
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT el. .°s Compete

TO feb Sechnen FROM

DATE 1082

Andy end | viclted the 4.1.7. POF eonputer lat week endmade ante
of= aumher of things that be fined up.

Almost@ yourage desided te vaplere the upper lnéiceter panel with
enn thet has thy the
net dene this, and Wt lenks ugly fer the machine which is considered eur chowplese.

The white panels in the front ave exceedingly dirty. | think the point job
Wt ie very poreus. thauld to ented this ourselves, and

ts ast cleaneble, chevld replace the panels because thay definitely de detract.

The tepe leider on the punch decun'twerk ofaff.

They heaveo brown typourtter which looks ent of place with the blue
peter.

The coven: on tha choles nats have wom aut.

The point hes been rubbed off the scape connie legs, end 19 loots
an bod the 7080, tn leshing through the log, i pet the they

Seonse theirmachine iso gilt, theymay act be pushy enough te get 900d sercies.
have inmaking contact with poopie at DEC te get services on themochine.

Glee

CC StenOle
Ben Gurley
Gerden bell
tdMerweed
Ai
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT
TO FROM
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE June 20th, 1962

TO George Gerelds FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Here is the terminal which | think we should consider using on our
power supplies and current drivers which use etch boards. This, | think,
will make more rugged connections and will allow a better solder joint for
heavy wires.

Will you get samples of this and give it a try. We will have to use
make-shift tools in order to set it, but | think we can get an dea as to whether
we want to It or not.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Sign for coffee area.

DATE June 20th, 1962

Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Now that we have two areas for serving coffee within the company we are
going to eliminate the double coffee break time. We will standardize on 10:00 a.m.
to 10:10 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. to 3:10 p.m. for everyone. Right now many of
our people are not only taking double coffee breaks, but they are starting early
and leaving late. John Tobin claims that | should pay for his loss of sales when |

happen to walk by the coffee shop at 10:10 a.m. or 3:10 p.m.

Bob Lassen has sent our a new notice to people telling them what the coffee
break time is and also telling them that the coffee area will be closed at all other
times.

| would like to have you make up two pair of signs ~= one to be put by
each entrance way to the coffee area and one set to be hung from a chain that
will close up the coffee area. These signs should explain which times the coffee
area is open. The times are before 8:15 a.m., 10:00 a.m. to 10: 10a.m.,
12:00 noon to 12:45 p.m., 3:00 p.m. to 210 p.m. and after 5:00 p.m.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



o
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 15th, 1962

SUBJECT
TRarlan Anderson FRO MKenneth H. Olsen
Jack Atwood
Bob Beckman
Gordon Bell
Dick Best
Ed Fredkin Information International
Ben Gurley
John Koudela
Dit Morse
Elsa Newman
Stan Olsen

It was formally decided on June 13th to discontinue all work on DECAL.
As far as we can tell, DECAL makes a poor assembler and does not operate as a
compiler. Everyone agrees that we can spend money indefinitely on improving
DECAL, buf no one dares express an opinion as to when it will be useful and no
one even knows who would use it if it were done.

It has further been decided that we will, with all haste, do a bang-up job
of publishing a complete description of MACRO. We will then ignore all other
assemblers and compilers other than MACRO and all our programs, including all
those which we distribute, will be in MACRO.

It has also been decided that we will no longer distribute copies of DECUS
programs to DECUS members. We will ilmit our distribution of programs to a copy
of MACRO and those maintenance programs which are useful. We should check
all tapes before sending them out to make sure that they are nothing that will
embarrass us. We should also set up the procedure so that we formally decide
what we are going to send out and things are not sent out by any individual in the
company who feels in the mood to do so.

Kenneth H. Olsen

MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE

June 15th, 1962

Stan OlsenTO FROM
Kenneth H. Olsen

1 sometimes have the impression that parts of your department are not
under control. get the impression that some people follow their current whims
without any feeling of goals or any interest or concern in the desires of

the integral roots of something or other but | can't find out who asked for it
or even who wants it.

management, For example, ! understand that Herb Bornstein is programming

We are very liberal in allowing people to set their own goals, but we are
not @ hobby shop.

Will you develop a system something like that being developed in the
Engineering Department so that everyone will put down on paper what he thinks
he is doing, and, where appropriate, some schedule so that he can measure his

which need it the most. If someone is trying to sell computers to a half dozen
customers, he is the one that most of all needs a schedule of time on these
customers.

success, Those areas which are difficult to schedule and itemize are the ones

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: John Koudela
Bob Beckman
Nick Mazzarese
Barbera Stephenson

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE June 15th, 1962

TO Al Blumenthal FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We are undoubtedly going to be asked to give references for Roland Silver.
Consultants are very dependent on references from thelr previous clients. | would
IIke to have o short list from you of the programs you have gotten from Silver in
the last few months and a comment as to whether you have sufficient write up on
these and also estimate of what it cost. It also would be useful to know whether
the results being used not.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Ben Gurley

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

@ DATE June 15th, 1962
SUBJECT Personnel sofety high voltage power supplies.
TO Bob Savell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ever since the engineer electrocuted during the show Armed
Forces Dey have been much conscience of the ned for safety.
We very disturbed to find out the attitude of many of the technicians
with respect to ow displays. They apparently feel that they are like television
where you get bit, but you can't get seriously hurt. Some say that they
have gotten bit many times without being hurt. The fact that they heve gotten
bit without harm makes the scopes all the dangerous.

After the LRL machine fe out of here, end you have recovered from the
strain, will youprepare to safety
presant it to the Works Commitee.

Kenneth H. Olsen

illescopes and

ccs Dick Best
Ben Gurley

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE June 15th, 1962
SUBJE CT

Bob Beckman
FROM

Kenneth H. Olsen

We have been postponing offering a maintenance contract to our customers
for a long time. We have to get this out | propase that you make first

the rest of it all at time.

Kenneth H. Olsen

cect Harlan Anderson
Ben Gurley

TO

a

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

pase rough droft at it and present it to the Works Committee Monday,
dune 18th. This way you get moet of it done end get attitudes of people



TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE June 15th, 1962

Phil Sheehan FROM Kenneth H, Olsen

There are two large vacuum tube modules from a large memory system
which we had been storing which had been left here after we shipped it out.
Bob Hughes brought one of them over to your building and supposedly left it
in your department and | am sending over the other. In addition, there is
a cardboard box in the storage area on the 5th floor filled with miscellaneous
gray pieces of tinware which went with this unit. You can recognize these
because It is gray wrinkled paint with stainless steel trim. Will you package
up this tinware with the two large wacuum tube modules and have our truck
drop them off at Wolf Associates, Concord, Massachusetts, or else call them
and tell them that it is available and they can pick it up at any time.

Wolf Associates is in a new bullding near General Radio in Concord.
If you turn off from Route 62 In West Concord toward General Radio and
continue past IBM, Wolf Associates is on the left hand side before you come
to Route 2.

The large memory system was being stored here for sometime and during
that time we lost track of the various parts. They belong to the Air Force
and we should get them out of here. Wolf Associates has besrowed the unit
from the Air Force,

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

June 13h, 1962
SUBJECT June lth Automatic Testing Meeting
TO Dick Best FROM yeaneth H. Olsen

Bob Hughes
dim Cudmore

DATE

Here the conclusions which | understood fo at meeting
June lith where discussed semi-automatic testing of modules.

1. We will immediately make on automatic tester for pulse amplifiers.
For the first pass will take @ very simple approach. We will use
five separate set ups for the five different tests. Each set up, howavrar,
will automatically sequence through each of the three pulse amplifiers.

2. We will automatically test the OC portions of flip-flops.

3. We will program the Tektronics tester that follow all rise time
and fell time tests flip-flops.

4. We will continue to manually check margins and pulse sensitivities on
flip-flops.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crovee FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE dune 12th, 1962

Sprague Electric ls now advertising thelr capacitors for "Cordwood"
packaging. These are their type 252C tubular ceramic capacitors. We are
Interested In the possibility ef making "Cordwood" assemblies for our modules

tha? we cor odd many components and possibly cut down the
assembly time. However, we are immediotely interested in this type capacitor
becouse it would be much neater and much easier to assemble in @ module than
the present Elmenco capacitors.

Wil you find at how the price of these -apacitors compare with the price
of the present Fimenco capacitors that we use.

When the Sprague salesman is in the building, | would like to talk with him
about thelr packaged circuits. They heve small which they
making in Neshue which could simplify our modules.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ces Dick Best
Bob H

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO

DATE June 1ith, 1962

Bob Hughes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

1 looking Over Some power supplies in the Production Department
before they inspected and observed a number of things which needed
improvement. These probably would have been cought during inspection,
but | will point them out to be sure.

The Tinnerman nuts the transformer should be kept straight for
appecrance sake.

We always make a wire ground In addition to the chassis ground end
depend the chasis ground by itself.

Many of the nuts put the fuses upside down. The rounded surface
outside.the

We should only have solder lug under a terminal except where
it ts necessary do otherwise. When make up harnesses should leave
the wire without lug and solder & when the harness is installed.

to

On the 722 units which Gre now in production, the metal washer top of
the power resistor is much too large and looks very uncraftsmenship Ite. The
hold is almost lasge enough to lose the lock washer.

We should not short pleces of spiral wrap to tle wires together. They
should only be used for long rune and for short locing cord is best.

Kenneth H. Olam

Jack Smith
George Gerelds

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



June llth, 1962

To: ALL EMPLOYEES
From: Kenneth H. Olsen

Subject: False Fire Alarms

On Friday someone used our new fire emergency phone number
as a joke. This is a very serious thing todo. If anyone uses this
number as a joke he will be immediately dismissed from employment
at Digital Equipment Corporation. Making false alarms is considered
serious enough fo put people in jail.

We instituted this new dial emergency number as a safety feature
for the personnel and for the plant. {f it is misused, it will have to be
disconnected and we would hate fo lose this safety device.

Kenneth H. Olsen
President



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE dune il, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Dick Best FROM Olsen

Jack Smith
Bob Hughes

Kenneth H.

Malco makes @ solder lug for etch boards which Is much tugged than
the
of these to try out. The present lugs so der to very difficult te inspect
to If the joints really soldered,

using in our power supiles. fom ordering sample quantities

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June Ith, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| suggest that you change Joe Gill's supervisor from Loren Prentice
to George Gerelds. George is much closer to him and will be able to supervise
his time much more carefully. Although you have not taken an active part in
this area, | think it would be a good idea If you make this change because it
Is important to let people know who Is boss.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION + MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE June llth, 1962

TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

In the new flyer put out by Radio Shack on page 18, there is a motor
listed which might be identical with the motor used In the floor fans we bought
from Raytheon. This is a 1/12 H.P. motor with a 5/16 diameter shaft - 1-3/4"
long. it is 4-3/4" outside diameter. It is a two speed motor with 860 rpm and
1100 rpm. Their stock number is H 95 L 520, price is $6.99 each.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO George Gerelds FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE june 11th, 1962

There are two units which need labels and | would like to have you take
care of this. am not sure just who's responsibility this should be and there Is
a possibility that it might already be under way, but | am sure that you can figure
it out.

The computer memory assembly now has the very homemade looking embossed
labels alongside the Jones strip that supplies the power. We should have a very
neat photographic label put In this place.

The Jones strips and the input terminals on the power control panels should
have labels. We might leave them simply numbered and then have a stick-on label
that lists where all the numbers should go, but we do need something on the panel.

e Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO

DATE June Ith, 1962

Bob Hughes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

I should perhaps be embarrased to admit that It took several hours
to figure out the label behind the 722 power supply. | suggest that we
immediately try this label out several other people and If they don't unders
stand it mmediately that throw away all those labels that Wwe NOW have and
make before ship any to customers.

| studied that label and walked away and back a few hours later,
studied it again, went way and back later on and was ready to write a

to you suggesting that 51 + 61 = 44 Is complicated than needed

that it 55+ 61= 44,
and that should simplify it to 5+ 60 44, but my third trip | realized

Do find out If other people dull as | am on this point ond If any of
them are, | think we this label out.send

When re-do the label should also Include the mode! number of the
power supply and the frequency and the voltage tolerance. We should also include
this information on the label behind the 749 power supply.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec: Dick Best

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION e MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
June Sth, 1962

SUBJECT
TO

Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Loren Prentice

We should be that during working hours always heve

there Is always there.

in the receiving rom in bullding 5. Ther three young boys working in
that ared now and | should think they could work out a schedule so that

suggest that have a spring return door the entrance to
shipping dock and that after hours we always keep this door closed even
though we may not lock it. Having this shipping area wide open to the
loading dock gives an impression of casual security. When Raytheon moves
out, we can do something more permanent, but right now | think this Is an
obvious first step.

1 think it would be a good idea if Loren Prentice asked the sandwichpeople nd
one of the weak links in our security,

out of the building. {am afraid that they

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE June 5th, 1962

SUBJECT Name Tags

TO Bob I nssen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We are learning a lot about the problems of having name badges for
our people. It is important that we take care of the problems as we learn
about them or else the personnel will lose respect for the badges. | think
it is almost an emergency that we get enough temporary badges for all the
people who forget them and contractor badges for all those who should
have them.

| think that we should have separate badges for temporary situations
and for those who forget their badges. Lincoln Laboratory had a special
badge which was made in orange dagglow which sald, "! forgot my badge!",
and had a number. | think this might be a good idea.

Above all, | think we should go ahead and order enough badges so that
we can take care of all of these.

@ Be sure to give a badge to our Belmont Water man, our food dispensing
people and any one else that comes in.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE June 6th, 1962

TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We have not done a good job of supervisoring our fod suppliers
we don't have anyone who feels responsible for it. This might vory well come
under your department and | would like te have you consider the possibility
and then let me know what you think. This should not take much time, but
someone should feel responsible and complain when the service Is poor ond,
in general, take responsibility.

Kenneth H. Olsen

cc: Stan Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO

DATE june 6th, 1962

Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

As Manager of the Computer Division there are several details which |

think you should look into before we approach the end of the month. Before
we close out our books, at the end of the year, we should put aside a certain
amount of money to pay for the patent liability which we have Incurred.
Maybe we should consider $.02 a bit which is what people are asking for the
memory, but | think that you should formally make a proposal.

We also have obligations in maintenance. There should be a certain
amount for those which are in the guarantee period and a smaller amount for
those which are past the guarantee period. We should have enough information
to justify this amount,

it Is very much to our advantage to make this contingency fund as large
as possible because we don't pay taxes on It and It Is also very sound business to
subtract it from the apparent profit if we are going to spend it later.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS




